A program for the syntactic analysis of French text has been developed which is used in conjunction with a string grammar of French 1 and a dictionary of the grammatical properties of the words in the sentences analyzed. The program has been written in fORTRAN SO that it can be used on any computer having a rORTaAN compiler. It has been tested on the IBM 360-91 at the Centre d'Etudes Nucl&ires in Saclay, and on the IBM 370-165 at the computing center of the C.N.P,.S. in Orsay and yields satisfactory analyses of sentences in a reasonable computing time.
The analyses obtained for the first eight sentences of a text by Jacob and Monod in molecular biology are presented in the figures of the appendix. My object in this paper is to discuss what semantic data have been incorporated in the string grammar in order to produce these analyses and to prevent other false analyses from being obtained. A discussion of certain features of these analyses, as well as of those analyses not obtained, will bring out the nature of the semantic data that I have in mind. The text analyzed is reproduced in Fig. 1 , and the analyses in the figures that follow.
The analyses.
Sentence JM-1 Remarks on the analyses.
a) The sequence quelques armies sur la structure.., is analyzed as a noun phrase in which sur la structure ... is a right adjunct (modifier) 398 MORRIS SALKOFF of ann&s. This analysis is a possible one (akhough not correct in this sentence), for a sentence such as Quelques ann&s sur ce probl~me m'ont convaincu que ... is correct.
b) The sequence Les connaissances ... acides nucldiques et protdines is the subject in the third and fourth analyses of JM-1 (figs. 4 and 5).
c) The pair of parentheses (), e.g. in line 7 of Fig. 2 , represent a zeroed indefinite subject of the verb comprendre: (permettent) ?t quelqu'un de comprendre cela ~ (permettent) ( ) de comprendre cela. The double parentheses in line 13 of Fig. 3 represent an element that has been' reduced to zero in the domain of a conjunction.
The following analyses were rejected: d) The analysis in which the sequence
( 1) depuis quelques ann&s ..
.. acides nucl~iques et prot~ines
would have been analyzed as a prepositional phrase consisting of depuis followed by a conjunction of three noun phrases. In effect, a concrete noun, a time noun, or a nominalization is possible after depuis:
(2)
a) Depuis le coin de la rue, (je vous dis cela) b) Depuis ftuelques ann&s, (je vous dis cela)
but two different types cannot be conjoined after depuis:
(3)
* Depuis le coin de la rue et quelques ann~es, (ie vous dis cela)
Since (1) is similar to (3) in this respect, this analysis was rejected.
Sentence JM-2 Remarks a) bien is analyzed as a sentence adjunct only when it occurs to the right of a form of ~tre, as in this sentence, or in such sentences as (4) c'est bien lui; rid& ~tait bien a moi,
b) The sequence a la suite de should be analyzed as a complex preposition, but the appropriate mechanism to accomplish this has not yet been added to the analyzer.
R.ejected analyses. c) The prepositional phrase a N cannot be the right adjunct of a proper noun: ON When the mechanism for treating complex prepositions like ~ la sulte de has been added to the program, it will be specified in the grammar that the prepositional phrase la suite de N must be analyzed as a sentence adjunct. Such a sentence is difficult or impossible to accept; in the present grammar, it is taken as ungrammatical, and a restriction prevents the conjoining of such dissimilar objects.
Sentence JM-5
The prepositional phrase par un segment g3n3tique is taken as a right adjunct of the verb affirmer, instead of being analyzed as an adjunct of the participle d3finie.
Sentence JM-6A
The two analyses show the alternatives for conjoining the sequence ou d'une lign& cellulaire. In the first analysis (Fig. 11) 
Sentence JM-6B
Because the mechanism for treating idioms has not yet been incorporated in the analyzer, it was not possible to treat en fonction de as a complex preposition. It is therefore analyzed as a prepositional phrase enfonction modified by the right adjunct de signaux ... (cf. note 2).
Sentence JM-7A Remarks.
a) The sequence la conversion de son syst~me excr~toire is analyzed as a compound noun; remark (a) on sentence JM-3 applies here too. Because of this, the relative clause qui, de semblable ... is incorrectly attached to conversion, instead of being analyzed as the right adjtmct of syst~me.
b) The exact status of the sequence de semblable ~ celui d'un poisson is not clear. It could be analyzed as a verb adjunct (that can appear at the beginning of a clause or sentence) for a subclass of verbs like devenir, se transformer, ...; or it can be treated as part of the object for these verbs. I have chosen the second solution, and it appears as the first part of a split object of deviendra in an inverted center string (line 13, Fig. 14) .
c) The adjective excr~toire, since it is neither definitely masculine nor definitely feminine in form, could modify either conversion or syst~me. The analysis shows it modifying syst~me (line 7), and further analyses in which it would modify conversion are not printed by the analyzer, since such an ambiguity is predictable from the first analysis. The same remark applies to thyroidienne, which can modify either injection or hormone. The printing of these ambiguities (and of many others), which can be predicted from the form of the structures involved, is suppressed by the program.
Rejected analyses.
d) In fig. 14 Since analogue, as a noun, does not belong to this subclass N17, the analysis is eliminated.
e) The analyzer rejects the analysis in which the object of provoque is (21) N1 P N~; N1 = la conversion ...
P N2 = ~ celui d'un mammif~re
This is analogous to the use ofprovoquer in sentences like
But provoquer belongs to a subclass of verbs, V15, which require a human or human-like noun in the position of N1 :
(23)
*On a provoqud la table ~ une chute brutale
A restriction then disallows la conversion.., in the position N1 of (21).
The semantic data.
From the analyses presented above, we see that two distinct types of semantic data are incorporated in the grammar.
(1) A subclass of some major grammatical class cannot appear in a given position. This was the case for the verb subclasses V15 and V16, which require a human noun in one of the positions of their NP N object; for the noun object of ~tre, which can drop the article only if the noun is in the subclass N17; and for the object of verbs like confirmer, ddmontrer, ... which cannot be a concrete noun.
(2) Some sequence of conjoined strings is not possible for given values of one of the strings or of some subclass appearing in the strings. Thus, the two conjoined nouns in the sequence (sentenceJM-1) depuis N1 et N~ may both be nominalizations, time nouns, or concrete nouns, but not one of each kind.
Another example was seen in the sentence JM-4 where the conjunction of dissimilar objects of a verb is ungrammatical. These two examples illustrate the problem of the conjunction of classes and strings which is not solved for the general case.
The interesting point is that these two types of semantic restrictions are of the same nature as the syntactic restrictions and are incorporated in the grammar in the same way as the latter. This means that there is no need for a semantic component, or for semantic considerations that are completely separate from the usual grammatical procedures. The definition of subclasses is required in any case by the grammar, e.g. for the syntactic subclasses (singular, plural .... ); and the specification of the conjoinability of given sequences (strings) is required in order to treat conjunctions. In this way, the semantic component becomes part of the syntax and is incorporated without any special mechanism, The same type of restriction as that which forbids *Pierre sont ici or *L'homme est courageuse is used to prevent the analyzer from presenting a sequence such as *provoquer la table ~ la violence.
Hence I extend this use to semantic subclasses. Some of these subclasses can be defined syntactically, e.g., N17, but in any case they are sometimes used to exclude sequences that are not necessarily syntactically forbidden. These sequences do not violate any rules of the grammar, but violate what is usually called a selection rule or a semantic constraint.
To the extent that these semantic constraints, or selection rules, can in fact be formulated, the formulation can probably always be stated in one of the ways (1) or (2) given above. If this is true, then the syntactic analyzer based on string grammar which I have presented here can incorporate semantics as well as syntax. Two difficulties in this formulation via subclasses immediately present themselves:
a) The subclass itself is difficult to define, e.g., the subclass human or human-like which is needed to define V15 and V16, or the subclass ~ concrete ~ noun.
b) The decision as to whether a given word does in fact belong to some subclass is not always easy to make. In the discussion of JM-2, I said that apjoorter belongs to the subclass V15, and this is how apporter is presendy coded in the dictionary. There are however well-formed sentences in which the N1 P N~ object of apporter has a non-human noun in the position N~: 
,J'ai app0rtb un pied ~ la chaise But these difficulties are not specific to the analyzer nor to the string grammar that I use; rather, they are independent of the parsing strategy -no matter what the analyzer -and will be solved, if indeed they can be solved, by more detailed research into the linguistic problems involved. From a practical point of view, this uniform treatment of the semantic and the syntactic data leads to a more compact granunar and a simpler analyzer than one containing separate semantic and syntactic components. Only semantically and syntactically correct analyses are furnished by such an analyzer, as is desired, and this is of prime importance for later applications of the analyzer to the problems of automatic translation or automatic documentation. Les connaissances acquises depuis quelques ann~es sur la structure des macromol~cules biologiques essentielles, acides nud~iques et prot~ines, permettent de comprendre, au moins dans ses grandes lignes, le rapport entre les fonctions de ces macromol~-cules et leur structure chimique. L'&ude de la r~plication de I'ADN in vivo et in vitro a apport6 la preuve que le m~canisme chimique fondamental de l'h&~dit~ est bien celui qu'avaient propos6 WATSON ct CatCK (1953) ~. la suite de leur d6couverte de la structure de I'ADN. La d~couverte de I'AKN messager et de son r61e dans la biosynth~se des prot~ines, l'&ude des processus de transcription, les recherches sur le d&erminisme g6n&ique des structures primaires des prot6ines ont enti~rement confirm4 en les renouvelant, les anciennes hypotheses sur les relations entre les d~ter-minants g~n&iques et les prot6ines-enzymes.
MI~CANISMES BIOCHIMIQUES ET GI~N~TIQUES
Les progr~s de la biochimie r6alisds depuis 50 ans ont, en outre, d~montr~ que les propri&~s, les structures, les activit~s qui caract&isent une cellule doivent, en dSfinitive, &re rapport~es ~ la structure et h l'activit~ des prot~ines que cette cellule est capable de synth&iser. Or, la structure de chacune de ces prot~ines est int6gralement d~finie, on peut 1'affirmer aujourd'hui, par un segment g6n&ique. Mais alors que la structure de I'ADN d'une cellule ou d'une lign6e cellulaire est invariante, les propri&~s biochimiques r&lis~es et exprim~es par cette cellule pourront ~tre profond~ment diff&entes; en outre, ces propri&~s sont modifiables en fonction de signaux chimiques sp~cifiques venus de l'ext&ieur. L'injection d'hormone thyroidienne ~ un t&ard provoque, avant m~me toute manifestation morphologique, la conversion de son syst~me excr&oire qui, de semblable ~ celui d'tm poisson, deviendra chimiquement analogue ~, celui d'un mammif~re: quelques heures apr~s rinjection, hs enzymes sp& cifiques du cycle de l'ur~e augmenteront en proportion de 50 ~ 100 lois et l'animal excr&era de l'ur~e alors que, jusque-l~t, il n'avait excr6t6 clue de l'ammo- 
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